
 
 
FOLLOWING UP What to Expect from this Session: 
Roll Play:  with Green Organics Product Consultant, Evette Smith, Aroma Therapist and Massage Therapist 
owner of Therapeutic & Sports Body Works Inc., Sacramento, Ca. on Overcoming Excuses, Not Following 
Up, Handling Challenges Personally. 

Evette: Well John, one of the problems for me and  most product consultants I’ve met is not having enough time 
to follow up with new and potential customers; then there's the bringing them on board follow up. 

John: Is it possible not having enough time, is an excuse and poor time management habits? 

Evette: Well, being a full time massage therapist in the business district here in Sacramento, I am busy 
providing services to an established clientele and new clients… and I need to carve out time to follow up.  I feel 
guilty not doing it because I promise them I will follow through, and a few weeks … then months go by and they 
are gone. 

John: Why does it take so much time? 

Evette:  Because my practice is full time, when I am working my “GoDesana business” by the evening hour I 
feel it is too late. 

John: And you’re feeling guilty about it? 

Evette: Yes, and feel I letting people down. 

John: Have you thought about what you could do? 

Evette: No, that’s why I’m asking you.  I do the little that I can, but I know more can be done to make my 
business more successful. 

John: Have you thought about doing your “GoDesana Business” follows up over the phone instead of face-to-
face  

And, the names you have you want to call 20-minute blocks of time in the evening, zone by zone from 7:30 
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. eastern? 

Evette: Well, I promised myself I will do it but with following up with voicemails and setting appointments, and 
scheduling employees, it is too late to do evening to call…  

John: I understand that, however, what if, instead of promising them a visit, you promise to call them first to 
talk about and determine if anything has changed.  If it has, you can then set an appointment, if it’s appropriate 
to do so.  Would that make it more efficient for you and do you think you could eliminate your guilt?  Then for 



the people you minded during the day, you will have less than 15-20 minutes each hour between 6-9:00 pm, and 
can give your employees and massage therapy clients the attention they demand and your GoDesana business at 
the same time?  How does that sound?  

Evette: Yes, it would.  I never thought about that.  I was taught to always see our clients, like in my clinic.  

John: I see.  Do you think the approach we have just come up with will be more effective for you than what you 
have been taught? 

Evette: Yes… of course!  It’s definitely worth giving it a try!  

John: Do you think it is possible you can even call all your down line… the ones you are neglecting… and take 
this approach even though you promised them a visit? 

Evette: Yes, absolutely! 

John: Will you? 

Evette: Yes. 

John: What do you think would be an extra positive result by doing this, apart from relieving your guilt and 
having more satisfied clients, not working your leads and not making the money you desire? 

Evette: I’m not sure. 

John: How about recommendations?  (Notice the use of the word “recommend” versus being a “referral”) 

Evette: I never thought about that. 

John: So instead of chasing after new clients all the time, do you think that if your present clients are satisfied 
with the attention you’re now giving them, they will be happy to recommend your services.  

Evette: Absolutely, Yes!  That’s how it works with my practice.  That is an excellent idea, thank you!  I will start 
doing it right away! 

John: I know it sounds obvious, but the obvious isn’t always so obvious.  Sometimes it’s difficult to see the 
wood for the trees; especially if you allow yourself to believe everything, you are taught. 

Note how much was covered with so few questions allowing my Evette to come to her own logical conclusion 
and motivate herself to willingly step forward and do something different. 

There are two lessons here.  

Firstly, you need to be alert to the danger of being trapped into thinking or doing something that isn’t right for 
you.  This can happen when you accept something simply because “That’s how it’s always been done.”  

Secondly, notice how I helped Evette with her problem.  I didn’t rush in and say “Evette, -what you need to do 
is…” 



People rarely like being told what to do, even if you’re right!  Rather I used the principles of “GO” 
Comfortable-Conversational-Connecting-Conversations, and Dialogue to help Evette arrive at a solution that 
was right for her.  

You can use this approach in pretty much any situation where someone needs some help.  Use it with your team 
members when they’re facing a challenge or with your day-to-day contacts with friends and family outside of 
business.  

Using Dialogue in this way is very effective and, as this example shows, quite easy.  All you need to do is know 
how to ask the right questions and listen effectively.  

Are you replacing “telling and selling” that’s not working for you with “asking-clarifying-summarizing-and 
really listening”?  

Professionals like Evette handle challenges promptly.  This includes returning calls as quickly as possible, 
researching the details of what caused the challenge and finding creative ideas for resolving them.  No one 
wants to face an angry client.  Yet delaying a response to their challenge will only create more challenges down 
the road.  Do not feel that you have to have a solution before you contact them.  Think about how you feel when 
you are unhappy about something.  Isn’t it better when someone just gets back to you quickly to either gather 
the details or just to listen to you vent?  Once calmness and clarity reign, solutions can be sought and 
provided.  The better you are at resolving the inevitable challenges associated with being in the solving 
problems business, the more your business will grow–by recommendations.  You can bet John and Sally will 
tell everyone they know about their challenge.  Don’t you think it’s wise to give them a happy ending to the 
story (with you being the hero)?  

John: 

Ok, many thanks Evette, now while we just addressed when members don't follow up, 
constant excuses, feeling guilty, and not comfortable asking for just one 
recommendation.  Now some of you might be thinking your down line isn't like this.  And my 
question for you is really? 

So, Evette let's take this issue to the next level.  

EVETTE: 

Well John---Especially when helping beginners or those who have not been successful, this 
level is the most serious and unfortunately, it's more widespread than most people realize.  It's 
when the member just can't begin a conversation to try and give away a Whole Body 
Assessment.  WHY, because they feel they have failed in the past and their mind tells them 
they can't do it.  Therefore, I have a baby step that overcomes the resistance to ordering the 
entire WBA when cost is an issue and the client doesn't see the WBA as a priority  

So, Evette you said you came up with the simplest, easiest most  effective solution. 

You want to explain how you solved this problem. 

EVETTE'S TALK. 

  



Sure John Thanks. 

  

Well this all began a month ago when a couple of team members asked for my help in taking 
their business to the next level.  I enjoy talking with them and having essential 
oils conversations, and ask them if they would identify a recommendation to get 
started.  (John and I stopped using the word "referrals" and it has really helped,)  They say, 
"Sure, no problem, I can get you 3-5 right away".  So, having a full clientele schedule during 
the day, I offer to dedicate my evenings to assist.  The drama begins.  One excuse for breaking 
dates and schedules after another.  And after three weeks, they finally say.  "I can't do this... 
because I've failed so many times, in so many different businesses, everyone I know is 
skeptical of anything I say, and resists." 

  

Therefore, this was the solution for them. 

  

Instead of having them PRESENT the benefits of a Whole Body Assessment, which they do 
not have the self-esteem, or confidence to so ... all they say is, "Hey, I've got an appointment 
tomorrow for a free treating all my aches and pains which helps with 
my pain management...  if you like I'd love your company.  AND, I'll call to get you one too.  We 
can get it at the same time.  No commitment or obligation.  This is an essential oils application 
that makes me feel better, and you can enjoy one too.  I'll pick you up at 5:00 pm, or is 5:30 
better.  Sound like a plan, right?  Great!  See you tomorrow and prepare to feel better, on me.  

1. JOHN: So what was accomplished here Evette, 

what was the first step? 

And did it work? 

EVETTE: So the first step was to relax the team member and get them to understand they 
aren't selling or presenting.  They are just offering to "help" someone via a simple, easy to 
understand quick process, of relieving pain.  Once the person agrees, the member gains a bit 
confidence ... wow...that was easy ...  I'll do the driving and we'll both feel better. 

2. JOHN, ok Evette what happened in the second step. 

Well John NO selling and NO telling on the way ... all small talk. 

And the goDesana member is now the taxi driver with small talk all the way.  Maybe a 
little background on me as a practitioner, which people always want to know about who they 
are going to see.  NO selling.  

3. John what's the next step Evette? 



Simple John: They arrive and from this point on it's my responsibility for everything.  The 
team member who brought the guest does not get involved, but usually does.  They both 
enjoy the process ...  experience the amazing relief from the Trauma Relief as the introduction 
to the Whole Body Collection which after they become satisfied customer and used the 
Trauma Relief for a week or so then the WBA is much more attractive as a priority the client 
can find a way to justify the expense.  Listen and participate in their assessment, observe 
each other, and learn "how to" ... yes, HOW TO do this simple procedure to HELP others!  I 
don't tell them that, but that is exactly how it works, so simple. 

4. Now, what's the objective Evette?  

5. Well John there are three objective Paths taking place.  

Path #1. 

The guests are welcomed in a relaxed atmosphere and the three of us are enjoying a 
conversation which passively begins with identifying aches and pains.  

Path #2: 

They don't suspect it, but I'm actually training both of them without either guest realizing 
it.  (Even better, this gives me another benefit later to talk to both of them one-on-one to see 
how much they retained.  So this is two benefits, training them with this simple pain 
management, and having a GENERAL CONVERSATION.  That’s what it’s all about.  

So what else is left to be done Evette?  

Path #3: 

Well John this is the most important part each of them are now looking at the WBA 
assessment form for the next time we meet for a WBA, filling out the form showing beginning 
and ending pain levels for the Trauma Relief, and I just told both of them that "did they think 
this Trauma Relief pain management treatment was worth 25 cents?  And they both laughed 
and could believe feeling less pain and only 25 cents.  Then I explain that the bottle of Trauma 
Relief with a couple of drops a day is actually only .25 cents a day for the relief of pain.  

So it's getting late for these 2 ladies were you going to close.  ?  

Path #4: 

Not quite yet John, I summarized the benefits for each of them so they can keep track of their 
progress, (when using, how much, how often, daily journaling/results), made a follow up 
appointment call in one week to see what else I can help them with, and go to the next step of 
a complete WBA for the items they checked off a few minutes prior and assist them with their 
order for the Trauma Relief.  

Path #5 RESULTS: 

Both ladies compared notes all the way home, had an uplifting and fun experience, there was 
no selling and looking forward to next week’s follow-up, because they felt the difference and 
could easily measure the results, and better understand why the rest of their body is equally 



as important, AND they bought product … Trauma Relief & Lavender Ice which  was displayed 
on my product show case.  And nobody was stressed out, no one.  It was great.  Because it 
was 100% all about them, we did not discuss the business, or anything.  We got past this first 
hurdle.  

THE BIGGEST THING I NOTICED WAS IN THE BEGINNING AFTER WE GOT STARTED YOU 
COULD FEEL THE STRESS AND RESISTANCE SLOWLY DISAPPEARING, AND BY THE TIME 
WE WERE DONE, AND I FIGURED OUT THEY WERE STILL WAITING FOR THE SALES PITCH, 
IT WAS A RIOT WHEN I SAID "THAT'S IT LADIES," AND THEY WERE LOOKING AT ME AND I 
SAID, WERE DONE, AND NO THERE WILL NEVER BE ANY SELLING OR SALES PITCH 
LADIES, THIS IS THE WAY I RUN MY BUSINESS, I HELP PEOPLE HELP THEMSELVES.  "THEY 
WEREN'T STRESSED OUT, AND IN CONVERSATION, THEY SAID HOW MUCH THEY ENJOYED 
THE PROCESS, AND COMMENTED IT WASN'T WHAT THEY EXPECTED".  WHEN I ASKED 
WHAT THEY EXPECTED, THEY BOTH AGREED, THEY THOUGHT THIS WOULD BE A BIG 
SALES PITCH PRESENTATION AND WERE LEARY", BUT THE SURPRISE AND THE BENEFITS 
WERE GREAT, AND THEY SAW A DIFFERENCE AND FELT THE DIFFERENCE, AND ARE 
COMING BACK FOR A FOLLOW UP to see what else the entire WBA can do for them, 
BECAUSE THEY ARE COMFORTABLE WITH THE PROCESS, AND DIDN'T FEEL THREATENED 
BY A SALES PROCESS. 

JOHN I TORE DOWN MORE BARRIERS IN THAT HOUR THAN I HAVE DONE EVER, AND I 
EVEN ENJOYED THE PROCESS, BECAUSE I WAS NOT SURE MYSELF.  

So Evette would you recommend this approach to help potential new product users and 
customers to find their comfort zones, so they can get over themselves 

Evette: It was easier than anything I've ever done, and it helped me to relax as much as them, 
so it's a keeper and a must for the first appointment to build that trust and belief that was 
missing, and eliminating rejection.  And when the time comes when they ask me if they helped 
people what would they do, and I will tell them exactly what we just did today, that simple. 

  

CLOSING SUMMARY OF EVETTE ANSWERING THREE QUESTIONS:  

1. EVETTE, WHAT ARE YOU MOST SATISFIED ABOUT WITH WHAT YOU DID TO SOLVE A 
PROBLEM?  

Well John, I would say helping my team member realize they CAN.  They CAN recommend …They 
CAN service others … The CAN give themselves permission to be open to a view from a different 
perspective. 

2. ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO DO DIFFERENTLY NEXT TIME. 

I will add … Yes, because of this particular situation; the cost was intentionally NOT mentioned.  I 
always discuss the investment a person is making in regards to their health.  With the cost associated 
with sick care procedures and prescriptions, this is a very reasonable investment to make to be able 
to feel a difference within an hour’s time.  Truly investing in your health.  

3. SO, EVETTE, IF OTHERS IN YOUR Organization WOULD LIKE TO DO WHAT YOU HAVE 
DONE, WHAT ADVISE WOULD YOU HAVE FOR THEM? 



Keep It Simple …When your product user realizes it was truly simple, then that mind set they have 
been listening to telling them they can’t will be changed to, “it’s ok, you can do it.  This can be done in 
your living room OR theirs!  It can be done during a lunch hour in a resting lounge.  Be creative, be 
relaxed, be of service, be a new you!  When your heart is in a place of serving and helping others, it 
can become a natural flow.  Once you do your first few pain relief assessments and find it easier to 
then transition to the WBA complete, (if circumstances call for taking the “baby-step trauma relief’) 
future assessments, recommendations will flow to you.  

Thanks Evette: Next week we will discuss another process of a more passive approach to 
getting your down line to partner up, get involved and more. 

	  
How to Make the Most of the "7 Paths 7 Days $750.00 Steps to Problem Solving   

If you have put the ideas and concepts into practice, you should be experiencing the following: 

• More positive feedback from people - by having people be attracted and relate to you as 
opposed to rejecting you. 

• More positive results, because of changing from a "me" approach to a "you and I" 
approach. 
 

• A greater sense of personal fulfillment and inner calm and peace! 

Here are some suggestions that people have found helpful. 

  

1. Practice, Practice, Practice! 

Practice with real people all the time.  Practice one thing at a time in small steps.  Notice how 
people's attitudes toward you change as you progress. (especially discovering what kind of 
problem a person has) 

  

2. Quantity Of Practice Is More Important Than Quality 

Quality and understanding will follow, as you get more familiar with the process.  In the beginning, 
you don't have to get it "right", but you must get it started!  Ready.  Fire.  Aim! 

  

3. Keep Your Conversations Relaxed 

It's not always, what you ask or say, it's when you ask or say it.  Keep your conversations, well... 
conversational!  Don't let your enthusiasm overwhelm people. 

  



 

4. Let Go Of Your Attachment To The Outcome! 

The outcome is a result of the integrity of the process.  Do not resort to conventional pressure 
techniques.  It's the process that will create the relationship and, ultimately, the sale.  Let go of 
your outcome and your income will increase! 

  

5. Do Not Start "selling"... 

Do Not Start "selling" and jumping in with your solution as soon as you glimpse an 
opportunity!  Instead, find out more and what is behind whatever you are told. 

  

6. Go Slow To Go Fast  

Take your time and look at this as a "journey of discovery". 

  

7. Invest Time In People 

Here's the key.  Find the right people who YOU want to work with and who want to work with 
you.  People who want to make a difference in their lives and businesses - just as you are 
doing.  Your customer base and team will be strong, loyal and be with you for a lifetime! 

 

Of course, the REAL KEY to your success is to TAKE ACTION NOW!   

Imagine what your life will look like when you and your business are successful.  What will you do 
with the money you attract and how will you make a difference in the world? 

It will make a difference to you but what will you be able to do for your family, friends and others 
that you care about?  And all this because you made a decision and took action on it! 

 


